where (A; +, •) is a lattice and (fj_) i6 j is an indexed family of unary operations in A.
Following J.Plonka (see in [1] ), a congruence R of an algebra (•*) will be called bounding iff for every a e A the congruence class [a] R is bounded and is a subalgebra of Ct.
We will denote the least and the greatest elements of (1) X + 0(x) = x*1(x) = X, (c) the lattice (A{ +, •) is the sum of a double system of its sublattices (A^; +, •), te T with the greatest element and the smallest element , where = 1(a) and » 0(a) for some a6 A^.' -such that any A^ is a subalgebra of Ut.
As one of examples illustrating Theorem 1, J.Plonka has defined a locally Boolean algebra as a distributive lattice L such that every congruence class of an arbitrary congruence relation on L is a Boolean lattice. He has also shown that the class of all locally Boolean algebras is equationally defined.
We generalize the notion of locally Boolean algebra in the following way:
Let K be a class of algebras of the form (*) such that for every CZe K, (A; + f •) is a distributive lattice. An algebra OteK will be called a locally K'-algebra iff there exists a bounding congruence R on CX such that for every a e A, the algebra ([a] R ; +, (^i^gi) belongs to an equationally defined subclass K' of K % Let us denote by 1-K the class of all locally AC -algebras. The main result of this paper (Theorems 1 and 2 in Sec-
0(x) for ie I,
tion 1) reads that the class of all locally pseudocomplemented distributive lattices and the clans of all locally Post algebras of order n (a>2) form varieties and each of them has an equational bases. This result gives an answer for questions stated by J.Pionka, who asked whether these classes are equational.
In Section 2 we consider an equational subclass of the class of all locally Boolean algebras and we prove a representation theorem for algebras belonging to this subclass.
Let B^ be the class of all pseudocomplemented distributive lattices. We recall, that an algebra <£ -(!;+,•,*) of the type <2,2,1> is the member of B w iff <£ satisfies the following identities (see for example in [2]): (L.j) A set of identities in + and • which define distribu-' tive lattices.
Let us denote by l-B^ the class of all locally pseudocomplemented distributive lattices. Example 1. Consider locally pseudocomplemented distributive lattices depictured on the Fig.1 and 2 . (x»x*)** = x«x*.
x»(x*y)* = x«y*. (J x*»x** = x»x*.
( 1 3 ) x.(x.x*)* = X.
(1 4 ) (X•X *) ** = X.X*.
( 1 6 ) (x + yMx+y)* = (x«x*)+(y«y*).
(1 ? ) ((x.yMx.y)*)* = (x.x*)*.(yy*)*.
Proof.
). Let <£ = (L;+,«,*) be an algebra satisfying (l^)-(l^). Define the relation R as follows:
We shall show that R is a bounding'congruence of *C . <2,2,1,1,...,1,1,. .. ,1,1 > is the member of P n iff P satisfies the following identities:
(P^ ) A set of identities in + and • which define distributive lattices.
(P 2 ) e^x) = e ± (y) for 0 ^ i < n. ... ,1,1,... ,1,1 > is a locally Post algebra of order n (n^2) iff P satisfies the following identities:
(p.j) A set of identities in + and • which define distributive lattices.
e^e^ix)) = e^x) for r, «i,3<n.
Di(x)) = e0(xj for 1«i<n, e0(C(x)) = eQ(x).
eQ(x+y) = e0(x)+e0(y).
Dj_(e^(x)) = eQ(x) for OsSj<i<n.
D±(x+yJ = Di(x+e0(y)) + D^y+e^x)) for 1^i<n.
Di(x»y) = Di(x»en_1 (y ) )»Di(yen_1 (x)) for 1«i<n.
Proof. ). Suppose that an algebra 9= (P; + , • ,e (x) ,e1 (x),... >en_1 (x) ,D1 (x),... ,Djn_1 (x),C(x)) satisfies (p^)-(p^). Define the relation R as follows:
(iiiJ aRb e Q (a) = eQ(b) for all a,b e P.
Obviously R is an equivalence relation on ?. It follows from (iii) and (p^) that (iv) aRb <^=>-ei(aJ = e^(b) for all a,b e P and 1«ci<.n. It is easy to seel that every subalgebra satisfies the equalities (P^ )-(P.,-j ).
( ' £•), Let us consider a locally Post algebra P of order n (n^2). Let R be a bounding congruence of J 5 . It follows from (i) that R coinsides with the relation defined by (iii).
We shall prove| that P satisfies i(p-j )-(p^). By (iii), (p 2 ) and (p^) hold, since e^(x), D^Jx), C(x)e 6 [x] R for 1^i<-n and Oi j<n.
The conditions (4) and (5) from (b) yield that (p^) and (p^) hold. Now, sincej the elements x+e Q (y), y+e Q (x) e [
x +y]g satisfy |(Py) we have:
Similarly, using (p^) and (Pg) we prove that (p-j^) is an identity. It is easy to check that the algebra C*y = + , •, *) is a locally Boolean algebra.
We observe that the algebra c«y satisfies additionally the following identities:
(l g ) (x+y) + (x+y)* = (x+x*) + (y+y*).
( 1 10 ) (x*(y+y*)j* = x*«(y+y*).
(1^) x»(y.y*) = (x.y ). (x«y )*.
These identities are not satisfied in the class of all locally Boolean algebras. For example, the elements a,b of the locally Boolean algebra in figure 3 do not satisfy identities (l q )-(l 11 ):
Denote by l-j-fi^ the class of all algebras satisfying the identities (l^-il^).
-915 - = <p , then a 0", since otherwise a a 3 there exists a prime filter P of <£ such that a e P and 0a£ F, so P 6 ?a> which gives a contradition. Thus a = 0a. 6). If Pe f°+b, the t. r,+b o P and 0&+b I P. Since 0a, ^ 0a+^> a+o e ^ 0a 4 P and 0b £ P. Thus a e P and 0Q £ P or be P and 0b i P, since F is a prime filter. It follows from f^) that 1& = 1b, so = 0^. We shall prove that a ^ b. Suppose on the contrary that a 4, b. Then there exists a prime filter F of cC such that a e F and b £ F, so a e F and 0Q $ F. Thus Pe^ and, by f^), F e Kence b 6 F, a contradition. The proof that b « a is similar. Therefore a = b and the proof is complete.
Corollary. For every algebra «i el^-fl there exists a set Y such that aC is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the algebra Ciy defined in example 2.
